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a b s t r a c t

The ‘ODD’ (Overview, Design concepts, and Details) protocol was published in 2006 to standardize the
published descriptions of individual-based and agent-based models (ABMs). The primary objectives of
ODD are to make model descriptions more understandable and complete, thereby making ABMs less
subject to criticism for being irreproducible. We have systematically evaluated existing uses of the ODD
eywords:
odel description
odel formulation
odel replication

cientific communication

protocol and identified, as expected, parts of ODD needing improvement and clarification. Accordingly,
we revise the definition of ODD to clarify aspects of the original version and thereby facilitate future
standardization of ABM descriptions. We discuss frequently raised critiques in ODD but also two emerg-
ing, and unanticipated, benefits: ODD improves the rigorous formulation of models and helps make the
theoretical foundations of large models more visible. Although the protocol was designed for ABMs, it
can help with documenting any large, complex model, alleviating some general objections against such
tandardization models.

. Introduction

Ecologists and social scientists have long been faced with the
hallenge of how to model the complexity inherent in many real-
orld ecological, social, or socio-ecological systems. One approach

or exploring such systems is using agent-based models (we here-
fter refer to such models generically as ABMs, and use the terms

individual’ and ‘agent’ interchangeably). ABMs focus on one or
ore of the following aspects because they are considered crit-

cal for explaining system-level behavior: heterogeneity of and
mong individuals, local interactions among individuals, and adap-
ive behavior of individuals (DeAngelis and Mooij, 2003, 2005;
rimm and Railsback, 2005).

ABMs were early criticized as generally being so poorly doc-
mented that the models could not be evaluated (e.g., Lorek
nd Sonnenschein, 1999). These criticisms motivated the ODD
Overview, Design concepts, Details) protocol (Grimm et al., 2006),

hich attempted to create a generic format and a standard struc-

ure by which all ABMs could be documented. The primary purpose
f ODD is to make writing and reading model descriptions eas-
er and more efficient. Moreover, ODD is expected to lead to more

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 341 235 2903; fax: +49 341 235 3500.
E-mail address: volker.grimm@ufz.de (V. Grimm).
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complete model descriptions, making ABMs easier to replicate and
hence less easily dismissed as unscientific.

In the few years it has existed, ODD has been used in more than
50 publications. ODD was also evaluated by using it to compare
three different agent-based social simulation models of land-use
change (Polhill et al., 2008), and was discussed and included in
the portfolio of approaches fostered by the Open ABM Consortium,
which was constituted in 2007 (Janssen et al., 2008). Hence a criti-
cal mass of experience has been reached, enabling the first update
of the ODD protocol. This update was anticipated by Grimm et al.
(2006, p. 116): “once initiated, the protocol will hopefully evolve
as it becomes used by a sufficiently large proportion of modelers.”
It was clear from the outset that the first version of a protocol
designed to embrace the huge variety of ABM designs, complex-
ity, scopes, or disciplines could not be optimal and that updates of
the protocol would be needed.

Here we review the uses to date of ODD. This allows several
observations to be made concerning the clarity and completeness of
the protocol. An additional observation, however, was that the pro-
tocol has had unanticipated dividends that go beyond the expected

practical benefits of providing a systematic documentation of mod-
els. That key benefit is that the protocol helps to promote a more
rigorous formulation of models. The reason for this is that the ODD
protocol provides a comprehensive checklist that covers virtually
all of the key features that can characterize a model and that should

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2010.08.019
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043800
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ecolmodel
mailto:volker.grimm@ufz.de
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Fig. 1. Percentages of publications using the ODD protocol (n = 54) for describing
an individual-based or agent-based model that include each of the seven elements
V. Grimm et al. / Ecological M

e described. Because models are vehicles for applying theory to
eal-world situations, we believe that this also helps communicate
learly the theoretical background and assumptions of the model.

A further observation is that the application of the ODD protocol
o model descriptions may be appropriate not only for the ABMs,
ut for large, complex models in general. The advantages and disad-
antages of large, complex models in ecology have been reviewed
nd debated in many places (e.g., Jørgensen, 1992; Liebhold, 1994;
ogan, 1995; DeAngelis and Mooij, 2003; May, 2004; Grimm et al.,
005), the debate often revolving about the level of detail neces-
ary in a model, the tradeoff being between greater realism on the
ne hand and greater parsimony and transparency on the other.
t is not our goal to enter that debate, but to suggest that ODD
e used as a thorough and consistent framework for document-

ng models, which can help to make large, complex models as clear
s possible to the reader and user (e.g., Müller et al., 2007). If sub-
tantial clarification of large, complicated ecological models can be
chieved, then a major disadvantage in such models, that is, the
ifficulty in understanding them, may be overcome. We will center
ur comments here on application to ABMs, but broader use of ODD
s implied.

The update of the ODD protocol and its description is based on a
eview of all model descriptions using the protocol that existed by
ecember 2009, checking whether the protocol’s terminology was
onsistently understandable. This assessment had to be based on
ur subjective assessment on whether or not ODD elements were
sed as described in Grimm et al. (2006) because a more quantita-
ive assessment seemed not to be possible at this stage.

Our main conclusion from three years of ODD application is
hat, while the protocol itself does not need a major overhaul, an
pdate of the description of the protocol is needed, as several ele-
ents and some important terms have proven unclear or were

ometimes misinterpreted. In addition, experience has revealed
mportant potential benefits of ODD that were not foreseen when
t was developed. It is worth addressing these benefits to further
ncrease the value of the ODD protocol in the scientific community.

In the following, we first present our review of ODD-based
odel descriptions. As a result of this review, we then present an

pdated description and explanation of the seven elements of ODD.
e then discuss those features of ODD that have been criticized as
ell as important benefits that were not anticipated by Grimm et

l. (2006).

. Review of ODD-based model descriptions

.1. Methods

We searched the ‘Web of Science’ reference data base (Thom-
on Scientific) for publications citing the original ODD publication
Grimm et al., 2006). We selected those publications that claimed to
ollow the ODD protocol in the model descriptions. For each of the
ublications, we checked whether the ODD format was completely
ollowed, which includes using exactly the identifiers and sequence
f all seven elements of the ODD format. Then, for each of the ele-
ents of the protocol that was included, we checked whether it
as either used more or less as described by Grimm et al. (2006), or
hether an incorrect use could be directly referred to a weakness

n the original ODD description, or whether parts of the protocol
ppeared to be inadequate in a given situation.

For the publications that included the ‘Design concepts’ ele-

ent we recorded which design concepts were addressed; here,
e included a design concept even if its qualifier, for example

emergence’, was not explicitly used, but information relevant to
hat qualifier was nonetheless supplied. We checked each of the
ublications for the discipline or field of research, whether the
described by Grimm et al. (2006), i.e., Purpose, State variables and scales, etc. Black:
the element was named and used as described in Grimm et al. (2006); dark gray:
the element was included and named correctly, but misinterpreted; light gray: the
element was omitted or labeled incorrectly.

model was presented in the main manuscript or in an appendix,
whether the schedules were described by using pseudo-code, dia-
grams, or other means, and whether tables with model parameters
were included.

In addition to reviewing existing applications of the ODD proto-
col, we solicited direct feedback from ODD users, asking especially
what they found suboptimal about the protocol. Most of this feed-
back was given verbally, or via e-mails, so that we cannot provide
a solid database of feedbacks from ODD users; therefore, feedbacks
are not included in the results section but in the discussion.

2.2. Results

By December 14, 2009, Web of Science listed 87 citations of
Grimm et al. (2006). The ODD protocol was used in 54 of these publi-
cations; the other publications were reviews, addressing methods,
or they just used Grimm et al. (2006) as a general reference to
individual-based modeling. In 13 of the 87 publications (24%), one
or more of the 28 authors of Grimm et al. (2006) were co-author. The
majority of publications is from ecology (70% or 38 publications);
other disciplines included behavioral sciences (six publications),
epidemiology, forest science, social sciences (two publications
each), and archeology, microbiology, biomedical research, and
oceanography (one publication each).

Apart from ‘Design concepts’ and ‘Input’, the other elements of
the ODD protocol were included in more than 80% of the ODD-based
model descriptions (Fig. 1). The element ‘Input’ was included cor-
rectly in only 62% of the publications; in 13 cases (24%) ‘Input’ was
omitted, and in 7 cases (13%) it was interpreted as model param-
eters instead of as input data of driving environmental variables
imported from external files or models.

In 75% of the papers ODD was either followed completely and
correctly, or only one of the seven elements was missing or was not
used as described by Grimm et al. (2006). Six papers (11%) ignored
the protocol’s terminology or misinterpreted its intention by more
than 50% (four or more elements omitted, labeled incorrectly, or
misinterpreted).

Variation in the number of publications addressing design con-
cepts was high (Fig. 2) and ranged between 93% (Stochasticity)
and 7% (Prediction). If design concepts were addressed at all,
often only three or four of the possible nine design concepts were
included. ‘Emergence’, ‘Stochasticity’, and ‘Observation’ were used
most often, whereas design concepts related to explicit models of
adaptive behavior (‘Adaptation’, ‘Fitness’, ‘Prediction’) were listed

in less than one third of the papers.

In 12 publications (22%) the entire model description, or parts
of it, were presented in an appendix. In seven publications the
description of the model’s schedule was supported by presenting
pseudo-code (12%), in 20 publications (37%) it was supported by
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ig. 2. From the 43 publications that included the element ‘Design concepts’, the
ercentage of publications that address a certain design concept.

iagrams, and in two cases it was supported by Unified Model-
ng Language (UML) diagrams. In 37 publications (69%) parameters

ere presented using a table (the detailed evaluation sheet for all
4 ODD-based model descriptions is provided in Supplementary
aterial).

.3. Discussion and lessons

The high proportion of almost correct and complete uses of the
DD protocol (75%) shows that the protocol is of value to the sci-
ntific community. The protocol has proven to be applicable for
wide range of individual- and agent-based models from various
isciplines. We conclude that major changes of the protocol regard-

ng the number and sequence of its elements are not necessary.
ig. 1 shows, however, that the description of the ODD elements
hould be improved. In the following we discuss in detail why each
lement was sometimes omitted, misunderstood, or renamed, and
rom this arrive at a modified and updated version of ODD, which
s presented in the following section.

.3.1. Purpose
This element was never misunderstood but was omitted in some

ases. This is probably because re-stating the purpose was con-
idered redundant; usually, the purpose of the model was already
tated in the introduction of a publication. The purpose of including
his element should therefore be explained more clearly and it must
e made clear that here only a very short, summary description of
model’s purpose is required.

.3.2. State variables and scales
It seems that some authors had problems with the term ‘state

ariables’ (see also Polhill et al., 2008), because it seems to refer
nly to variables, or numbers, characterizing a physical or biolog-
cal property of an agent. In many ABMs, however, agents are also
istinguished by different behaviors or strategies, or by different
alues of certain model parameters; for example, all trees in an ABM
ight use the same submodel describing growth, but trees of differ-

nt species might be distinguished by different growth parameters.
he description of this element thus needs to make clear that state
ariables can include behavioral attributes and model parameters.

oreover, since this element of ODD describes the structure of
model, speaking only of state variables but not of the entities

haracterized by the state variables, could be confusing. There-
ore, it should be made clear that this ODD element is about the

odel’s entities, their state variables (possibly including behav-
oral attributes and model parameters), and the model’s spatial and
emporal scales
ling 221 (2010) 2760–2768

2.3.3. Process overview and scheduling
Grimm et al. (2006) noted that most model descriptions do not

include a description of the model’s schedule that is detailed and
precise enough to allow the model to be re-implemented. Still, in
many ODD-based model descriptions, the schedule was not entirely
clear. For example, often it is not specified in what sequence model
entities are processed and when state variables are updated; this
also applies to many of the figures used to visualize the schedule.
We found schedule descriptions based on pseudo-code most use-
ful. We conclude that the ODD protocol needs to describe more
precisely what information this element should contain, and it
should recommend using pseudo-code. It should also be made clear
that in this ODD element processes are only listed, using the (self-
explaining) names of their corresponding submodels, and except
for very simple models, no details of the submodels should be pre-
sented here.

2.3.4. Design concepts
This element was omitted in quite a few applications and, if it

was included, often only very few concepts were addressed. One
reason for this is probably that many ABMs do not include explicit
submodels of adaptive behavior, so that none of the design con-
cepts related to adaptive behavior apply. Another reason, however,
is that the rationale of having design concepts included in the ODD
protocol needs to be better explained. ‘Fitness’, one of the origi-
nal design concepts, seems now to have been too narrow; a more
general term, like ‘objectives’ is needed to make ODD more gen-
erally applicable. One concept essential to some ABMs, especially
of human agents, is learning: whether and how agents change the
rules or parameters governing behavior as a consequence of their
experience. Learning is exactly the kind of concept that should be
highlighted in this section, but the original protocol had no clear
place for it.

At a more general level, independent of agent-based modeling,
one or many basic principles are likely to underlie a model’s design.
In ecology, models can be based on basic principles, theory (Grimm,
1999), or general approaches, for example foraging theory, habi-
tat selection, trophic interactions, trait-mediated interactions, etc.
Similar basic principles exist in other disciplines. To better under-
stand the design of an ABM (or any large, complex model) it should
be explained how simple basic principles were taken into account
in the design of a more realistic and mechanistically richer model.
Therefore, basic principles should be included in the list of design
concepts.

2.3.5. Initialization
This element seems to be relatively clear. If it was omitted, then

this was usually in papers that ignored most of the ODD elements
anyway.

2.3.6. Input
The name of this element was obviously confusing, since for

many modelers ‘input’ refers to parameter values and sometimes
also initial values of state variables. In the updated ODD, this ele-
ment should be renamed to avoid this misunderstanding.

2.3.7. Submodels
This element was usually named and used as intended by

the ODD protocol. However, often the submodels’ names and the
names of the processes listed in process overview and scheduling

did not match. Moreover, the clear separation between the factual
description of a submodel; i.e., its equations, rules and algorithms,
and explanations of its rationale, which is recommended by ODD,
often did not exist. In the updated protocol, this has to be explained
more clearly.
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Table 1
The seven elements of the original and updated ODD protocol. The names of two elements was modified (elements 2 and 6), one design concept was renamed (from Fitness
to Objectives, and two design concepts were added (Basic principles and Learning). Numbering the seven elements when using the protocol is optional. The elements can be
grouped in three categories (Overview, Design concepts, Details; hence: ODD), but these categories are not meant to be included when using the ODD protocol.

Elements of the original ODD protocol (Grimm et al., 2006) Elements of the updated ODD protocol

Overview
1. Purpose 1. Purpose
2. State variables and scales 2. Entities, state variables, and scales
3. Process overview and scheduling 3. Process overview and scheduling

Design concepts

4. Design concepts 4. Design concepts
• Basic principles

• Emergence • Emergence
• Adaptation • Adaptation
• Fitness • Objectives

• Learning
• Prediction • Prediction
• Sensing • Sensing
• Interaction • Interaction
• Stochasticity • Stochasticity
• Collectives • Collectives
• Observation • Observation
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Details
5. Initilization
6. Input
7. Submodels

. The ODD protocol: an updated definition

The following description and explanation of the seven elements
f ODD is designed to fix the problems and ambiguities of the
riginal protocol and its description. This updated ODD protocol
ully replaces the original description given by Grimm et al. (2006),
hich is obsolete because of its ambiguities; however, the descrip-

ion of ODD’s overall purpose and rationale given by Grimm et al.
2006) is still valid. The ODD protocol is defined by the seven ele-

ents described below, their labels or identifiers, and the sequence
n which they are described. For clarification, a few identifiers have
een renamed slightly and two design concepts have been added
Table 1).

Using ODD means using exactly these identifiers in the order
pecified by the protocol (numbering the elements, though, from
to 7 is optional and can depend on journal formatting require-
ents). There are manuscripts that claimed to follow the ODD

rotocol, but the order of elements was changed, elements were
umped, modified identifiers were used, or entire elements omit-
ed. The purpose of a standard is, however, to assure a common
nderstanding of the work done. Therefore it must be followed
onsistently.

When ODD is used, it should be referred to in the following
ay: “the model description follows the ODD (Overview, Design

oncepts, Details) protocol (Grimm et al., 2006, this work)”. This is
mportant because when using a standard it is necessary to refer
o where it has been described. Moreover, systematic evaluation of
he practice of using ODD, as has been done in this review, would be
mpossible without references to the publications presenting ODD
nd its update.

In the following update of ODD, each element is described
y questions providing a kind of checklist and explanations. A
emplate document for writing ODD model descriptions that con-
ains the following questions and explanations is included in
upplementary material.

.1. Purpose
Question: What is the purpose of the model?
Explanation: Every model has to start from a clear question,

roblem, or hypothesis. Therefore, ODD starts with a concise sum-
ary of the overall objective(s) for which the model was developed.
o not describe anything about how the model works here, only
5. Initialization
6. Input data
7. Submodels

what it is to be used for. We encourage authors to use this para-
graph independently of any presentation of the purpose in the
introduction of their article, since the ODD protocol should be com-
plete and understandable by itself and not only in connection with
the whole publication (as it is also the case for figures, tables and
their legends). If one of the purposes of a model is to expand from
basic principles to richer representation of real-world scenarios,
this should be stated explicitly.

3.2. Entities, state variables, and scales

Questions: What kinds of entities are in the model? By what
state variables, or attributes, are these entities characterized?
What are the temporal and spatial resolutions and extents of the
model?

Explanation: An entity is a distinct or separate object or
actor that behaves as a unit and may interact with other enti-
ties or be affected by external environmental factors. Its current
state is characterized by its state variables or attributes. A state
variable or attribute is a variable that distinguishes an entity
from other entities of the same type or category, or traces
how the entity changes over time. Examples are weight, sex,
age, hormone level, social rank, spatial coordinates or which
grid cell the entity is in, model parameters characterizing dif-
ferent types of agents (e.g., species), and behavioral strategies.
The entities of an ABM are thus characterized by a set, or vec-
tor (Chambers, 1993; Huse et al., 2002), of attributes, which can
contain both numerical variables and references to behavioral
strategies.

One way to define entities and state variables is the following:
if you want (as modelers often do) to stop the model and save it
in its current state, so it can be re-started later in exactly the same
state, what kinds of information must you save?

If state variables have units, they should be provided. State vari-
ables can change in the course of time (e.g., weight) or remain
constant (e.g., sex, species-specific parameters, location of a non-
mobile entity). State variables should be low level or elementary
in the sense that they cannot be calculated from other state vari-

ables. For example, if farmers are represented by grid cells which
have certain spatial coordinates, the distance of a farmer to a cer-
tain service centre would not be a state variable because it can be
calculated from the farmer’s and service centre’s positions.

Most ABMs include the following types of entities:
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Agents/individuals. A model can have different types of agents; for
example, wolves and sheep, and even different sub-types within
the same type, for example different functional types of plants
or different life stages of animals. Examples of types of agents
include the following: organisms, humans, or institutions. Exam-
ple state variables include: identity number (i.e., even if all other
state variables would be the same, the agent would still main-
tain a unique identity), age, sex, location (which may just be the
grid cell it occupies instead of coordinates), size, weight, energy
reserves, signals of fitness, type of land use, political opinion,
cell type, species-specific parameters describing, for example,
growth rate and maximum age, memory (e.g., list of friends or
quality of sites visited the previous 20 time steps), behavioral
strategy, etc.
Spatial units (e.g., grid cells). Example state variables include the
following: location, a list of agents in the cell, and descriptors of
environmental conditions (elevation, vegetation cover, soil type,
etc.) represented by the cell. In some ABMs, grid cells are used
to represent agents: the state and behavior of trees, businesses,
etc., that can be modeled as characteristics of a cell. Some over-
lap of roles can occur. For example, a grid cell may be an entity
with its own variables (e.g., soil moisture content, soil nutrient
concentration, etc., for a terrestrial cell), but may also function as
a location, and hence an attribute, of an organism.
Environment. While spatial units often represent environmental
conditions that vary over space, this entity refers to the overall
environment, or forces that drive the behavior and dynamics of
all agents or grid cells. Examples of environmental variables are
temperature, rainfall, market price and demand, fishing pressure,
and tax regulations.
Collectives. Groups of agents can have their own behaviors, so that
it can make sense to distinguish them as entities; for example,
social groups of animals, households of human agents, or organs
consisting of cells. A collective is usually characterized by the list
of its agents, and by specific actions that are only performed by
the collective, not by their constitutive entities.

In describing spatial and temporal scales and extents (the
mount of space and time represented in a simulation), it is impor-
ant to specify what the model’s units represent in reality. For
xample: “One time step represents 1 year and simulations were
un for 100 years. One grid cell represents 1 ha and the model land-
cape comprised 1000 × 1000 ha; i.e., 10,000 square kilometers”.

.3. Process overview and scheduling

Questions: Who (i.e., what entity) does what, and in what order?
hen are state variables updated? How is time modeled, as discrete

teps or as a continuum over which both continuous processes and
iscrete events can occur? Except for very simple schedules, one
hould use pseudo-code to describe the schedule in every detail,
o that the model can be re-implemented from this code. Ideally,
he pseudo-code corresponds fully to the actual code used in the
rogram implementing the ABM.

Explanation: The “does what?” in the first question refers to the
odel’s processes. In this ODD element only the self-explanatory

ames of the model’s processes should be listed: ‘update habitat’,
move’, ‘grow’, ‘buy’, ‘update plots’, etc. These names are then the
itles of the submodels that are described in the last ODD element,
Submodels’. Processes are performed either by one of the model’s
ntities (for example: ‘move’), or by a higher-level controller that

oes things such as updating plots or writing output to files. To
andle such higher-level processes, ABM software platforms like
warm (Minar et al., 1996) and NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999) include
he concept of the ‘Model’, or ‘Observer’, itself; that is, a controller
bject that performs such processes.
ling 221 (2010) 2760–2768

By “in what order?” we refer to both the order in which the dif-
ferent processes are executed and the order in which a process is
performed by a set of agents. For example, feeding may be a pro-
cess executed by all the animal agents in a model, but we must
also specify the order in which the individual animals feed; that is,
whether they feed in random order, or fixed order, or size-sorted
order. Differences in such ordering can have a very large effect on
model outputs (Bigbee et al., 2006; Caron-Lormier et al., 2008).

The question of when variables are updated includes the ques-
tion of whether a state variable is immediately assigned a new
value as soon as that value is calculated by a process (asynchronous
updating), or whether the new value is stored until all agents
have executed the process, and then all are updated at once (syn-
chronous updating). Most ABMs represent time simply by using
time steps: assuming that time moves forward in chunks. But time
can be represented in other ways (Grimm and Railsback, 2005,
Chapter 5). Defining a model’s schedule includes stating how time
is modeled, if it is not clear from the ‘Entities, State Variables, and
Scales’ element.

3.4. Design concepts

Questions: There are eleven design concepts. Most of these were
discussed extensively by Railsback (2001) and Grimm and Railsback
(2005; Chapter. 5), and are summarized here via the following ques-
tions.

3.4.1. Basic principles
Which general concepts, theories, hypotheses, or modeling

approaches are underlying the model’s design? Explain the rela-
tionship between these basic principles, the complexity expanded
in this model, and the purpose of the study. How were they taken
into account? Are they used at the level of submodels (e.g., deci-
sions on land use, or foraging theory), or is their scope the system
level (e.g., intermediate disturbance hypotheses)? Will the model
provide insights about the basic principles themselves, i.e., their
scope, their usefulness in real-world scenarios, validation, or mod-
ification (Grimm, 1999)? Does the model use new, or previously
developed, theory for agent traits from which system dynamics
emerge (e.g., ‘individual-based theory’ as described by Grimm and
Railsback [2005; Grimm et al., 2005])?

3.4.2. Emergence
What key results or outputs of the model are modeled as emerg-

ing from the adaptive traits, or behaviors, of individuals? In other
words, what model results are expected to vary in complex and
perhaps unpredictable ways when particular characteristics of
individuals or their environment change? Are there other results
that are more tightly imposed by model rules and hence less
dependent on what individuals do, and hence ‘built in’ rather than
emergent results?

3.4.3. Adaptation
What adaptive traits do the individuals have? What rules do

they have for making decisions or changing behavior in response to
changes in themselves or their environment? Do these traits explic-
itly seek to increase some measure of individual success regarding
its objectives (e.g., “move to the cell providing fastest growth rate”,
where growth is assumed to be an indicator of success; see the next
concept)? Or do they instead simply cause individuals to repro-
duce observed behaviors (e.g., “go uphill 70% of the time”) that are

implicitly assumed to indirectly convey success or fitness?

3.4.4. Objectives
If adaptive traits explicitly act to increase some measure of the

individual’s success at meeting some objective, what exactly is
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hat objective and how is it measured? When individuals make
ecisions by ranking alternatives, what criteria do they use? Some
ynonyms for ‘objectives’ are ‘fitness’ for organisms assumed to
ave adaptive traits evolved to provide reproductive success, ‘util-

ty’ for economic reward in social models or simply ‘success criteria’
note that the objective of such agents as members of a team, social
nsects, organs – e.g., leaves – of an organism, or cells in a tissue,

ay not refer to themselves but to the team, colony or organism of
hich they are a part).

.4.5. Learning
Many individuals or agents (but also organizations and institu-

ions) change their adaptive traits over time as a consequence of
heir experience? If so, how?

.4.6. Prediction
Prediction is fundamental to successful decision-making; if an

gent’s adaptive traits or learning procedures are based on esti-
ating future consequences of decisions, how do agents predict the

uture conditions (either environmental or internal) they will expe-
ience? If appropriate, what internal models are agents assumed
o use to estimate future conditions or consequences of their
ecisions? What tacit or hidden predictions are implied in these

nternal model assumptions?

.4.7. Sensing
What internal and environmental state variables are individu-

ls assumed to sense and consider in their decisions? What state
ariables of which other individuals and entities can an individual
erceive; for example, signals that another individual may inten-
ionally or unintentionally send? Sensing is often assumed to be
ocal, but can happen through networks or can even be assumed
o be global (e.g., a forager on one site sensing the resource lev-
ls of all other sites it could move to). If agents sense each other
hrough social networks, is the structure of the network imposed
r emergent? Are the mechanisms by which agents obtain infor-
ation modeled explicitly, or are individuals simply assumed to

now these variables?

.4.8. Interaction
What kinds of interactions among agents are assumed? Are

here direct interactions in which individuals encounter and affect
thers, or are interactions indirect, e.g., via competition for a medi-
ting resource? If the interactions involve communication, how are
uch communications represented?

.4.9. Stochasticity
What processes are modeled by assuming they are random or

artly random? Is stochasticity used, for example, to reproduce
ariability in processes for which it is unimportant to model the
ctual causes of the variability? Is it used to cause model events or
ehaviors to occur with a specified frequency?

.4.10. Collectives
Do the individuals form or belong to aggregations that affect,

nd are affected by, the individuals? Such collectives can be an
mportant intermediate level of organization in an ABM; exam-

les include social groups, fish schools and bird flocks, and human
etworks and organizations. How are collectives represented? Is a
articular collective an emergent property of the individuals, such
s a flock of birds that assembles as a result of individual behaviors,
r is the collective simply a definition by the modeler, such as the
et of individuals with certain properties, defined as a separate kind
f entity with its own state variables and traits?
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3.4.11. Observation
What data are collected from the ABM for testing, understand-

ing, and analyzing it, and how and when are they collected? Are all
output data freely used, or are only certain data sampled and used,
to imitate what can be observed in an empirical study (“Virtual
Ecologist” approach; Zurell et al., 2010)?

Explanation: The ‘Design concepts’ element of the ODD protocol
does not describe the model per se; i.e., it is not needed to replicate
a model. However, these design concepts tend to be characteristic
of ABMs, though certainly not exclusively. They may also be crucial
to interpreting the output of a model, and they are not described
well via traditional model description techniques such as equations
and flow charts. Therefore, they are included in ODD as a kind of
checklist to make sure that important model design decisions are
made consciously and that readers are aware of these decisions
(Railsback, 2001; Grimm and Railsback, 2005). For example, almost
all ABMs include some kinds of adaptive traits, but if these traits do
not use an explicit objective measure the ‘Objectives’ and perhaps
‘Prediction’ concepts are not relevant (though many ABMs include
hidden or implicit predictions). Also, many ABMs do not include
learning or collectives. Unused concepts can be omitted in the ODD
description.

There might be important concepts underlying the design of an
ABM that are not included in the ODD protocol. If authors feel that
it is important to understand a certain new concept to understand
the design of their model, they should give it a short name, clearly
announce it as a design concept not included in the ODD protocol,
and present it at the end of the Design concepts element.

3.5. Initialization

Questions: What is the initial state of the model world, i.e., at
time t = 0 of a simulation run? In detail, how many entities of what
type are there initially, and what are the exact values of their state
variables (or how were they set stochastically)? Is initialization
always the same, or is it allowed to vary among simulations? Are
the initial values chosen arbitrarily or based on data? References to
those data should be provided.

Explanation: Model results cannot be accurately replicated
unless the initial conditions are known. Different models, and dif-
ferent analyses using the same model, can of course depend quite
differently on initial conditions. Sometimes the purpose of a model
is to analyze consequences of its initial state, and other times mod-
elers try hard to minimize the effect of initial conditions on results.

3.6. Input data

Question: Does the model use input from external sources such
as data files or other models to represent processes that change
over time?

Explanation: In models of real systems, dynamics are often
driven in part by a time series of environmental variables, some-
times called external forcings; for example annual rainfall in
semi-arid savannas (Jeltsch et al., 1996). “Driven” means that one
or more state variables or processes are affected by how these envi-
ronmental variables change over time, but these environmental
variables are not themselves affected by the internal variables of the
model. For example, rainfall may affect the soil moisture variable of
grid cells and, therefore, how the recruitment and growth of trees
change. Often it makes sense to use observed time series of environ-
mental variables so that their statistical qualities (mean, variability,

temporal autocorrelation, etc.) are realistic. Alternatively, external
models can be used to generate input, e.g., a rainfall time series
(Eisinger and Wiegand, 2008). Obviously, to replicate an ABM, any
such input has to be specified and the data or models provided, if
possible (publication of input data for some social simulations can
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e constrained by confidentiality considerations.) If a model does
ot use external data, this element should nevertheless be included,
sing the statement: “the model does not use input data to repre-
ent time-varying processes.” Note that ‘Input data’ does not refer
o parameter values or initial values of state variables.

.7. Submodels

Questions: What, in detail, are the submodels that represent the
rocesses listed in ‘Process overview and scheduling’? What are the
odel parameters, their dimensions, and reference values? How
ere submodels designed or chosen, and how were they parame-

erized and then tested?
Explanation: The submodels are presented in detail and com-

letely. The factual description of the submodel, i.e., equation(s)
nd algorithms, should come first and be clearly separated from
dditional information. From what previous model this submodel
as taken or whether a new submodel was formulated, and why,

an be explained. If parameterization is not discussed outside the
DD description, it can be included here. The parameter definitions,
nits, and values used (if relevant) should be presented in tables.

Any description of an ABM and its submodels will seem ad hoc
nd lack credibility if there is no justification for why and how for-
ulations were chosen or how new formulations were designed

nd tested. Because agent-based modeling is new and lacks a firm
oundation of theory and established methods, we expect ODD
escriptions to include appropriate levels of explanation and justi-
cation for the design decisions they illustrate, though this should
ot interfere with the primary aim of giving a concise and readable
ccount of the model. Justification can be very brief in the Overview
nd Design concepts sections, but the complete description of sub-
odels is likely to include references to relevant literature, as well

s independent implementation, testing, calibration, and analysis
f submodels.

ODD-based model descriptions consist of the seven elements
escribed above; however, in most cases it will be necessary to
ave a simulation experiments or model analysis section following
he model description (see Section 4).

. Discussion

We have provided an updated ODD protocol for describing
ndividual-based and agent-based models. Our updated description
f ODD provides questions that can serve as a checklist for describ-
ng ABMs. We also renamed a few ODD elements to improve clarity,
nd added two design concepts: Basic principles and Learning.

In the following, we discuss both the three most frequently
aised critiques in the protocol and emergent benefits which were
ot anticipated by Grimm et al. (2006).

.1. Complaints about ODD

.1.1. ODD can be redundant
Three elements of ODD were noted as being sources of

edundancy: Purpose (likely to also be presented in a paper’s intro-
uction); Design concepts (included, more or less explicitly, in
ubmodels’ descriptions); and Submodels (because the submod-
ls are also listed in Process Overview and Scheduling). We agree
hat there is some redundancy, but it is a price for the hierarchical
tructure of ODD, and it can be kept to an acceptable level. For exam-
le, redundancy in the Purpose element can be reduced by keeping

his section very short. The redundancy associated with Design
oncepts often need not exist, because any details used in this ele-
ent can then be left out of the Submodels element. The minor

edundancy introduced by first providing the Process Overview
nd Schedule before all the submodel details is, in fact, needed to
ling 221 (2010) 2760–2768

make sure that readers know and understand the context of each
submodel. This is particularly appropriate if submodel details are
published in appendix or separately, which can be necessary for
complex models (see Section 2.2).

4.1.2. ODD is overdone for simple models
Some ABMs are extremely simple, and describing them in ODD

could use considerably more space than a complete description that
does not use ODD. However, the benefits of using ODD are just as
applicable to simple models, and it helps the reader understand
what was left out to keep the model simple. The format of ODD can
be shortened, when appropriate, such as by using continuous text
instead of separate document subsections for each ODD element
(see, for example, Jovani and Grimm, 2008).

4.1.3. ODD separates units of object-oriented implementations
In object-oriented programming (OOP), model entities (i.e.,

agents) and their behaviors (i.e., processes and submodels) form
one unit: objects with properties (state variables) and methods
(processes). ODD, however, requires the properties and methods
to be presented separately.

OOP is currently the natural platform for implementing ABMs
(e.g., Grimm and Railsback, 2005), but OOP is not the only pro-
gramming paradigm nor is it the last, and ODD was designed to
be independent of software platforms. Moreover, the principle of
encapsulation in OOP, which is designed to promote source code
that is easier to maintain through collecting the data and meth-
ods that operate on them in one place, clearly does not necessarily
apply for creating readable accounts of that code for humans.

Presenting entities first, describing them completely, and then
describing what these entities can do, has the advantage that we
first get a complete overview of what the model world is, before
we learn how it can change. The link between entities and their
processes is described in the model’s schedule, where we spec-
ify who, i.e., what model entity, is performing a certain process or
action. Readability is arguably improved through maintaining this
separation.

Grimm et al. (2006) recommend using Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) class diagrams to graphically describe the model
structure, but we refrain from this recommendation now, to make
sure that ODD is independent of how models are implemented.

4.2. Emergent benefits of ODD

4.2.1. ODD promotes rigorous model formulation
Grimm et al. (2006) realized that we needed a way to communi-

cate ABMs in a common format, because there was also no common,
structured format for describing ABMs. But we found that once peo-
ple develop experience using ODD to describe models, they start
formulating new ABMs in the ODD format (Grimm, 2008). The ODD
protocol thus represents a natural and logical way to compose a
model.

Starting with the formulation of the model’s purpose, the next
question to address is what entities should be in the model,
and by what state variables or attributes those entities should
be characterized. The next step is to consider what scales the
model should use, what processes should be represented, and how
the processes should be scheduled. The checklist of design con-
cepts can then be used to decide such things as which processes
should be imposed via empirical knowledge and fixed rates and
probabilities, and which processes should emerge from adaptive

behaviors. A detailed formulation for every submodel will then
have to specified, often starting with extremely simple versions
and increasing their sophistication, if needed, later on (decisions
made throughout the modeling cycle [Grimm and Railsback, 2005]
are likely to be iterative). In so doing, it is necessary to think
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bout what input data are needed and how to initialize the sim-
lations.

It was the declared aim of ODD to increase readers’ understand-
ng of model descriptions by developing their expectations (sensu
open and Swan, 1990) of what information about a model is pro-
ided where and in what order. We are surprised by how strong
hese expectations are after using ODD for some time. There is
hus a good chance that ODD will become fully established – used
n most ABM publications – because once one starts using it, one
ery quickly gets used to it and considers it a natural and mean-
ngful way to communicate and formulate ABMs or other complex

odels.

.2.2. ODD facilitates reviews and comparisons of ABMs
Reviewing several ABMs that deal with a certain kind of prob-

em or system is quite a task. To start, categories and criteria for
lassifying models must be identified, by itself a difficult task. If,
owever, the models are described in the ODD format, a review of
heir purpose, scales, structure, and process formulation is greatly
implified: one just puts the corresponding parts together in a table
nd scans for similarities and differences.

The first published review of ABMs that is based on ODD was
review of mangrove forest models (Berger et al., 2008). One

mportant result of this review was that models initially per-
eived as fundamentally different turned out, when their basic
tructure design concepts were illuminated by ODD, to be unex-
ectedly similar (see also Polhill et al., 2008; Hellweger and Bucci,
009).

.2.3. ODD may promote more holistic approaches to modeling
nd theory

In ecology, theory and modeling is currently transitioning from
imple conceptual and idealized mathematical models derived
rom, e.g., Life History Theory (Murdoch, 1966; Williams, 1966)
nd Optimal Foraging Theory (Emlen, 1966; MacArthur and Pianka,
966) to approaches that combine ecology with physiology and
sychology, to incorporate underlying mechanisms of phenom-
na at the ecological level (e.g., Gilmour et al., 2005; White et
l., 2007; McNamara and Houston, 2009; Dingemanse et al., 2010;
ravosudov and Smulders, 2010). Models of these phenomena are
navoidably becoming more complex, often requiring the use of
BMs. As complex models become the rule in bridging the biologi-
al, and similarly the social sciences, stringent protocols are needed
o ensure communication between disciplines.

Clear communication of models should also be clear commu-
ication of theory. Theoretical considerations underlie all models,
ut in large models the theoretical foundations may be lost. We
uggested above that Design concepts are augmented by ‘Basic
rinciples’ to include what the modelers see as the theory moti-
ating their models. Models should be the means by which general
heoretical concepts and equations are given specific forms to apply
o the real world.

Our impression is that one of the greatest problems of ecology
and perhaps also in social sciences) as a science is that ecologi-
al theory is highly scattered and not always clearly articulated in
odels. This is especially obvious when several clusters of theory

re gathered in an ABM or other large model. The ODD protocol
s one way to allow the theoretical aspects of these models to be

rticulated more clearly, and also for the important theory gaps to
e visible. Wide use of the updated ODD protocol would thus facili-
ate approaches and theory which are holistic in the sense that they
ink levels of organization, different case studies, and possibly even
ifferent disciplines.
ing 221 (2010) 2760–2768 2767

4.3. Limitations and outlook

One inherent limitation of ODD is that it is designed to
describe a definite model version, whereas we often have to
compare different versions to identify the best among alterna-
tive submodels, or to learn about the significance of different
model designs, assumptions, and parameterizations. However, a
focused model analysis requires a reference. We therefore rec-
ommend, as did Grimm et al. (2006), to broaden the reference
ODD of a model by a separate section in the Materials and
Methods section called Simulation Experiments or Model Analy-
sis.

A similar problem is that different publications are often based
on different versions of the same model, with only a few of the
models entities or processes changed. For such cases, it would be
convenient to have a �-ODD that describes only the differences
from a reference version of the model. A �-ODD might be possible
and useful, but in the meantime we still recommend that a full ODD
description be provided (often, in an appendix) for each published
version.

An inherent limitation of our review and update is that the use-
fulness of a proposed standard – ODD – was assessed by some of
those who originally proposed this protocol (or tested it for the
social sciences). Independent and more quantitative tests would
be preferable and we hope to see them in the future. For exam-
ple, ODD’s usefulness for making models replicable could be tested
by comparing replications of ODD-based and other model descrip-
tions. The ultimate test, though, of ODD’s usefulness and potential
for becoming “the” standard for describing ABMs (and possibly
other types of large, complex models) is how widely ODD will
be used in the future. Within only six months – between our
evaluation of the literature and writing this (July 26, 2010) – the
number of citations of the original ODD paper increased from
87 to 123, which we take as an indicator for the increasing, and
to some degree self-reinforcing use of ODD as a standard for-
mat.

None of the ODD initiators were entirely convinced by ODD’s
benefits in the beginning. Their opinions improved while using
the protocol for their own model descriptions and, more often,
while using it as a tool for model development during teach-
ing agent-based modeling. It is also valuable for those faced
with reviewing and reading modeling articles, who are other-
wise faced with ad hoc descriptions of models that are often
difficult to follow and incomplete. Our study of articles using
ODD so far has shown that an update to the protocol is
timely. We hope that this contribution will stimulate further
researchers to try it, and offer feedback on how it may be further
refined.
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